
Deep Learning
Week 9: Policy Gradients



Agent and Environment

Agent:

- Perceives environment.
- Makes decisions.
- Aims to maximize reward.

Environment:
- The external context in which an 

agent operates and interacts with
- Provides feedback to agent



Markov Decision Process (MDP)



Q-Learning Update Rule



Goal of Reinforcement Learning



Deep Q-Learning:

ConvNet

State Representation

Deep Q NN



Deep Q-Learning:

ConvNet

State Representation

Deep Q NN

This max function 
makes continuous and 
stochastic actions hard



Deep Q-Learning:

ConvNet

State Representation

Deep Q NN

What if we can learn the policy directly?



Policy Gradient:

ConvNet

State Representation

Policy NN



Policy Distribution:

Pacman is trying to decide to go 
left, right, or not move at all

Pacman is now trying to 
decide how fast to move?



Review: The Reparameterization Trick
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Continuous Policy Gradient:

ConvNet

State Representation

Policy NN



Goal of Reinforcement Learning



What is our loss function?

Gradient Descent: Objective function:



Policy Gradient Objective



Policy Gradient Objective



Discuss

What are some of the challenges with computing this objective:



Policy Gradient Theorem

● Will give us a way to estimate the gradient of our objective with respect to our 
policy network parameters



Policy-Gradient Theorem (Part 1)



Recall: Action-Value (Q) Function



Policy-Gradient Theorem (Part 2)



Policy Gradient Theorem (Part 3)



Policy Gradient Theorem



REINFORCE Algorithm



REINFORCE Algorithm:

1. Run a policy over the 
environment

2. Record actions, states, and 
rewards

3. Increase probability of 
good actions and decrease 
probability of bad actions



REINFORCE Algorithm



REINFORCE: Demo

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qx-KNh0I4CM


REINFORCE Algorithm: Advantages and Disadvantages



On-Policy vs. Off-Policy



On-Policy vs. Off-Policy



Discuss: Which of the following are on- vs. off-policy 
algorithms?

Q-Learning, Deep Q-Learning, REINFORCE



Issues with Policy Gradient 
Methods



Exploration

1. Might get stuck in Local Optima
2. Want to discover better policies
3. Adapt to changing environments
4. Generalize and handle uncertainty

+10



Exploration

-20



Exploration



Exploration

+10



+1000

Solutions to exploration?

1. Stochastic policy 

2. Change our reward to emphasize exploration
a. Entropy bonus

3. Run algo from different start states



+1000

Solutions to exploration?

1. Stochastic policy 

2. Change our reward to emphasize exploration
a. Entropy bonus

3. Run algo from different start states



Variance

- Your policy is dependent on randomness 
- Noise = high variance in how you evaluate your policy
- Need relative information about how good a policy is

+10

+1000

Is this a good 
sequence of actions?



Variance Reduction with a Baseline

https://medium.com/@fork.tree.ai/understanding-baseline-techniques-for-reinforce-53a1e2279b57

How good was that sequence of actions compared to other 
sequences?

Subtract a Baseline +10

+1000



Variance Reduction with a Baseline

https://medium.com/@fork.tree.ai/understanding-baseline-techniques-for-reinforce-53a1e2279b57



REINFORCE Application- Image Captioning

● Typically train image captioning models with the cross-entropy loss
○ Would be nice to directly optimize for downstream metrics of interest

■ Typically n-gram metrics of some form

Xu, Kelvin, et al. "Show, attend and tell: Neural image caption generation with 
visual attention." International conference on machine learning. PMLR, 2015.



Self-Critical Sequence Training

● Train image captioning model with the cross-entropy objective
● Use REINFORCE to optimize some non-differentiable metric

○ CIDEr: Average cosine similarity of n-gram feature vectors for the candidate and reference

Rennie, Steven J., et al. "Self-critical sequence training for 
image captioning." Proceedings of the IEEE conference on 
computer vision and pattern recognition. 2017.



Self-Critical Sequence Training

Rennie, Steven J., et al. "Self-critical sequence training for 
image captioning." Proceedings of the IEEE conference on 
computer vision and pattern recognition. 2017.



Self-Critical Sequence Training

● Can directly optimize non-differentiable downstream metrics with 
REINFORCE



Actor-Critic Algorithms



Actor-Critic Algorithms

😃 🙅
Moving right sounds 
like a good choice

Don’t do that. Bad 
Idea!



Actor-Critic Algorithm



Actor-Critic: Advantages



Challenges with RL in the Real World

Sample Inefficiency + Danger + Cost = Simulation



Reward hacking

Learn to maximize the reward in 
unexpected ways



How do we get what we want, NOT what we say we want?

It is important to 
have a good reward 

function



Recap

● Policy gradient methods directly learn the policy function
○ Policy Gradient Theorem lets us estimate the gradient of expected reward with respect to the 

policy parameters
● REINFORCE learns the policy network parameters with an unbiased estimate 

of the gradient
○ But can have high variance!

● Actor-Critic algorithms introduce a learnable critic to estimate the gradient
○ Reduces variance 


